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162. Boundary Value Problems for
the Helmholtz Equations. I

The Case o Coaxial Circular Arcs
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Department of Mathematics, College of Science and Engineering,

Nihon University, Tokyo

(Comm. by Kinjir5 Kcc(I, ..., Sept. 12, 1966)

1. Let (r, t) be polar coordinates in a plane and let S. be
domains defined by S; r a, S.; a_ra, (j- 2, 3, ..., ), S+;
ar. (a<:a. a,). Suppose that, for each j- 1, 2, ..., , L.
is a union of arbitrary (but finite) number of circular arcs of
arbitrary width and of radius a., and that L. is the complement
of L with respect to the whole circle r=a. Then, our problems
are stated as follows; Find functions u(r, t) in S. such that their
partial derivatives of the second order are continuous in S except-
ing given points x’ e S., that u and u/3r are HSlder continuous
in the closure of S, and that they satisfy
( 1 ) zlu+k.u:f(x, x), x e S, x e S, (j-l, 2, ..., + 1)

(2) u and Y 3--U-u are continuous when they traverse L..k 3r

( 3 ) lim.r1/2-3u+ }t r +ik+u+ -0, r--c,

and
( 4 ) u=O on L_+L, (3"=2, 3,...,), u=O on L and u,+=O on L,

(4)’ u--0 on L_+L, (3"--2, 3, ..., ),
3r

3u-0 on L and 3u,+_0 on L,r r
where z/ is the two-dimensional Laplace operator and k (j-
1, 2, ..., + 1) are complex constants where Im. k_0. ]=r]. and
f are given complex constants where f may include zero but
y:/:0. These are the simultaneous boundary value problems for
the Helmholtz equations in contiguous domains bounded by circular
arcs, in which the parameters k are not necessarily uniform. They
are a generalization of the boundary value problem for the single
Helmholtz equation, and is also a generalization of the theory of
electromagnetic fields in a uniform medium bounded by circular arcs

or
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_1. In the following, it will be shown how the problems are
solved generally by means of simultaneous integral equations of
Fredholm of the first kind, and then, detailed discussions will be
given in the case of two (-=2) coaxial circular arcs, obtaining
explicit formulations of the solutions.

2. As the solution of (1), u. are necessarily expressed by
5 ) u(r, 0)-- {aJ(kr)+H(kr)}e /u(r, 0),

where a and / are unknown constants, J is the Bessel function,
H is the Hankel function of the second kind, and u(r, O) =fHo(kR)
where R. is the distance from the source point x. Because of
the boundedness of u(r, ) at r=0 and (3), it is understood that
fi--a+-O in (5).

Now, it is easy to see that the conditions (2) and (4) are
equivalent to the following conditions (6), (7), and (8), while (2)
and (4)’ are equivalent to (9), (10), and (11);

Problem E.
( 6 ) u=u+ on L+L},
( 7 ) u=0 on L,
8 )

k r k.+ r 27v. on L,
Problem H.

( 9 r] u__A r].+ u.+ on L.+L,k r k+ r
u 0, on L,(10) r [2, on L.,

(11) u=u+ on L., (3"--1, 2, ...,
where v are unknown functions defined on L. and L by the left
hand members of (8) and (10), respectively. We will impose addi-
tional conditions on the problems, that is, the edge conditions at
the end points of arcs composing L.. These are stated as follows;
Let l be L in the case of (8) and be L in the case of (10), and
let (a, O) (m-- 1, 2, ..., 2) be end points of arcs composing

l. Then, the conditions say that v at a point (%., 0) on 1 near
an end point (a, t) is of the form

(12)

where v(O) is HSlder continuous on l. including the end point
(a, 0).

To begin with, the problem E will be studied. On substituting
(5) into (6) and making use of the orthogonality of {ee} over the
whole circle L/ L., we have
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(13) J.(ka)o/H(ka)/-J.(k+a)o+--H(k+a)+-v.
Similarly, on substituting (5) into (8), we have
(14) J(ka)a+H(k --+H(k+a).a)_+J(k+a)a+ +

were v nd w are known quantities composed o
whose deailed expressions however, or the sake o simplicity, are
hoe described here. Prime (’) denotes the digerentiation with
respect to the argument and = are constants defined by

(15) -ff()e-de.
Being 2v linear algebraic equations with respect to 2v unknown

coefficients a and , (13) and (14) are solved to give

A+a,

k=l

where A, B, a and b are known constants.
On the other hand, if we substitute (5) and (16) in (7) and if

we assume that the order of the summation and the integration is
interchangeable, we have

...,
k:l k

where, respectively, l-L, 0-0--, 0 e l, g(0) are known functions
and S are known constatns defined by
(18) S :J(ka)A +H(ka)B.

Eq.s (17)are simultaneous integral equations of Fredholm of
the first kind with respect to the unknowns v. If the solutions v
of (17), which satisfy the edge conditions (12), are found, then,
successively, a’s and ’s are obtained by (16) and u’s are obtained
by (5). Conversely, it is almost evident that the u’s thus obtained
satisfy all the requirements of Problem E. Hence, eq.s (17)are
fundamental equations for the problem E.

In a way similar to this, it is shown that eq.s (17) are the
fundamental ones to the problem H, where however, v()should
be understood to be those functions defined by (10), l-L, and S
and g() to be known quantities but different from those defined
in the case of Problem E, respectively. In fact, (9) and (10) are
reduced to simultaneous linear equations with respect to a’s and
’s, which are solved to give a’s and ’s in terms of , where. are defined by (15) if L is replaced by L.. Then, (11) is
reduced to the eq.s (17).

As was shown above, both of Problems E and H have been
reduced to the equivalent ones of solving for the fundamental
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equations, which are formally the same for both of them. Hence,
we can solve both the problems simultaneously by solving a system
of equations (17).

:o Since we have no enough space to describe the details on
the general case of boundaries, we will confine ourselves to the
case of =-2 henceforth. However, the essentials of the analysis
will not be lost by this restriction, and one may easily generalize
the method to the case where >__3. When =2, that is, when we
consider three domains bounded by two coaxial circles with arbitrary
openings, S defined by (18) for Problem E are given by
(19) Sl’=J(a)F(a, b.), S’=H(b)A(a, a),

2,S.=],(a)F,(b, b), ,S’=H,(b),(b, a)
where we have set a=a, a=b, and have employed abbreviated
notations;
(20) a=ka, b=kb, r=kr, (j=l, 2, 3)

D.(r, p)=J(r)H(p)-J.(p)H(r),

L(r, p)- D(r, p) L(r, p)-D(r, p).
3p r3p

F.(r, p)=H(b)D.(r, p)--H.(b)L.(r, p),

F(r, p)--
3p

A(r, p)=J(a)D.(r, p)-J.(a)L.(r, p).
(21) =J(a)F(a, b)

+J.(a){H.(b)L(a, b)+H(b)L.(b, a).
0n the other hand, S for Problem H are given by

S,=J(a) L(a, b)-L(a, b),(22) L.(a,
J(a)

L(a, b)S,- -2i L(a, bS’- 2i
a b

L(a, b)S,-- H,(b) L(b, a)+L,(b a).
H(b)

The essential point of our method is to show that S satisfy

(23) Z-S
8(24) S

where c and c are constatns independent of n, s and st are
quantities of order l/n, and e<l. In the present case, it is
proved, by virtue of the formulas J=(-1)’J_. and H=(--1)H_.,
that S’s defined by (19) as well as by (22) satisfy (23), while (24)
is proved with help of the author’s formulas on the estimation of
J and H [1]. When (23) and (24) hold, it is proved that the
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kernel , Se--So+2,S cos n has the log singularity if one

notes that, cos /-log 1/(- cos ). O he ohe h,
is proved that Se (jck) is continuous. In this circumstance,
the theory due to the author 1, 2, is applicable to the eq.s
(17), and on solving for them, we have,
(25) u(r, )-u(, )

#.(,)p(,,)+()(,,)+ j.

(, o)-(, o)

which are solutions of Problem E, and

(26) u(r, O)--u(r, O)= J-(r) ;;. +j
L(a, b)

which are the solutions of Problem H, where . and are the
integrals defined by (15) over the arcs L=L and L=L, while
and i. are the integrals over the openings L-L and
respectively. The right hand members of expressions in (25) and
(26) represent the secondary fields, in which those terms of., i., and . represent the effects of arcs and openings, respec-
tively, while U. are quantities depending only on the primary

*(r, ) independently of the arcs and openings which arefields ua
zero when u7 =0. Furthermore, it is shown that ., 2., i,
or in general, a., are given by

+
] =--1 0(27) i= =pa_.+ (--l>n --),

I Z-f, (-,-n),
xm=+

where N is a sufficiently large integer, a’s, Z’s, and 7’s are known

constants relating to the funetion Xs()-t=(d*-d) while

{} are known constants which are determined by certain simul-
taneous linear algebraic equations, and f2 are known constants
relating to e] [. (g) and (6) are the complete formulations
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the solutions of Problems E and H, which satisfy all requirements
of the problems including the edge conditions (12).

Because it is impossible to describe the details of the discus-
sions including that for the resonances (that is, cases of z.=0 or
J’(a0--0 etc.)as well as the detailed expressions of those quantities
appeared above, a publication of the present work in its full text
is expected in near future in some other journal [3.
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